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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we classify the irreducible projective modules, or, equiva- 
lently (see, e.g., [6]), the irreducible principal indecomposable modules, of 
a non-semisimple Hecke algebra H( W, [*), {E @, of a finite Coxeter 
group W. 
Let ( W, 3) be a finite Coxeter system [2], and t an indeterminate, q = t*. 
We denote by H( W, q) the generic Hecke-Iwaho~ algebra [9,2, lo]. This 
means that H( W, q) is the C(t)-algebra with the basis (T(w)/ WE W> and 
the multiplication defined by 
T(sw), if I(sw ) > Z(w), 
(q- 1) T(w)+qT(sw), if /(SW) < I(w), 
for WE W and SE S, where I( .) is the length funcion of ( W, S). The 
representation theory of N( W, q) is well understood; for example, Kazhdan 
and Lusztig [lo] introduced the notion of W-graphs, which can be used 
to describe representations of H( W, q), and Gyoja [7 J showed that any 
(absolutely) irreducible representation of H( W, q) arises from a W-graph. 
Let A(W) be a complete set of W-graphs affording non-isomorphic 
irreducible representations of H( W, q). For A E .4(W), we denote by rcf, the 
corresponding representation of H( W, q). Then, by specializing t to a 
complex number c, we get a (not necessarily irreducible) representation rr: 
of the specialized Hecke algebra H( W, 5”). For [ # 0, we put 
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where d,(q) is the generic degree [S] of rt:, and P,+,(q) is the Poincare 
polynomial x:, E wq’(w) of W. Now we can state the main result of this 
paper. 
THEOREM. Let c be a nonzero complex number. Then a complete set of 
non-isomorphic irreducible principal indecomposable representations of the 
@-algebra H( W, c*) is given by 
b4~~wv,~. 
(We also treat the case i = 0.) 
As a corollary of this, we can recover the following result due to Gyoja 
and Uno [S]; 
Let i be a nonzero complex number. Then the Hecke algebra H( W, c2) is 
semisimple if and only if P w( [*) # 0. 
We would also like to point out that the above theorem can be con- 
sidered as an analogue of a standard result on irreducible representations 
of defect zero in modular representation theory of finite groups. (See, e.g., 
[S, Proposition (56.31)].) 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Let (W, S) be a finite Coxeter system [2]. Let R be any com- 
mutative C-algebra, and u an element of R. Let HR( W, u) be the free 
R-module with the basis { T(w) 1 w E W}. Then there exists an associative 
R-algebra whose underlying R-module is HR( W, u), and whose multiplica- 
tion is uniquely determined by the formulas 
Ww), if Z(sw) > Z(w), 
(u- 1) T(w)+uT(sw), if I(sw) < I(w), 
for all s E S and w E W, here I(. ) is the standard length function on W. For 
[EC, we define the Hecke-Iwahori algebra H( W, c2) [9] to be the 
C-algebra H, ( W, [‘). In particular, H( W, 1) = C W (the group algebra of 
W over C). Let t be an indeterminate, and q = t2. We also need the 
“generic” Hecke algebra [4], i.e., the C(t)-algebra f7( W, t) defined by 
R( W, t) = H,(,,( W, 4). 
(In the Introduction, we used the notation H( W, q) for this algebra. Below 
we shall exclusively use the notation p( W, t).) 
In [lo], D. Kazhdan and G. Lusztig introduced the notion of W-graphs, 
and A. Gyoja [7] showed that any absolutely irreducible representation of 
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R( W, t) can be afforded by a W-graph. In this paper, we do not need the 
exact definition of a W-graph. What we need is that a W-graph 1 affords 
a matrix representation rrfi = (n:( .)ii) of R( W, t) such that 
mlW))~~ a=Ctl for any (i, j). (2.1.1) 
Hence, for an arbitrary [EC, by the specialization t + c, we get a matrix 
representation rc: = (n$( .)ii) of the @-algebra H( W, r’). For [ E @, let V: be 
the ZY( W, {*)-module affording the representation :. We put 
m(A) = deg n: = deg n$, x:( .) = trace 7r:( .), 
and 
xX( .) = trace 7r:( .). 
Let A(W) be a full set of W-graphs affording non-isomorphic absolutely 
irreducible representations of R( W, t). Let 
G,(q) = q’cwO) c q/c’+‘) ( = q”wo’hv(q)), 
wew 
where wO is the longest element of W. For WE W, we put 
T^(w) = q’(“‘ow)T(w-‘). 
The generic degree associated with il E A( W) is an explicitly known poly- 
nomial in q (see [ 1 ] and references given there) which is defined by 
d,(q) = m(l) G,(q) w&xJ(T(w)) xi.(T^(w)) . 
2.2. For XE HR( W, u), we write 
x= 1 X{w} T(w) 
wcw 
with X( w} E R. For [ E @, we put 
@Ctlc = (m/g(~) E C(t) If(t), g(t) E C[t], g(C) #O> 
and 
Let lrdc: CCtlc + @ denote the specialization defined by f( t)l f _ 5 = f( 0. 
Then lt+c can be extended to a @-algebra epimorphism ) 1+ r : 
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R(W,t),+H(W,[*)definedby 
( c Ja4 7(n))lf*i= piw1 I,+c T(w). 
waw 
Let F’: R( W, t) -+ M,(C(t)) be a C(t)-linear map satisfying the condition 
F’tT(w)) E Mn(@Ctl) for all w E W. 
Here M,(@[ t]) denotes the ring of square matrices of degree n over @[t]. 
Let F’l,,i: H( W, [‘) -+ M,(C) be the specialized @-linear map of F’ 
defined by F’I,,,(T(w))=F’(T(w))j,,, for WE W. Then, for XER(W, t)[, 
we obtain 
F’l r-c (~l,~r)=Jv)I,~,. 
In particular, by (2.1.1), we have 
~:(JL~)=wf)I,+~ for all XE R( W, t)[. (2.2.1) 
2.3. Let [E @. Let R’ and R’= R-’ be the left regular representations of 
p( W, t) and H( W, c2), respectively. Since xi is absolutely irreducible for 
A E A( W), we have 
trace R’= 1 m(A) xi. 
ic/i(W) 
(2.3.1) 
Upon applying the specialization t+ [, we have 
trace Rr = 1 m(A) 2:. 
ieA(W) 
(2.3.2) 
Define a C(t)-linear map 6’: R( W, t) + C(t) by 
6’(T(x))= pwq L 
I(w) ’ if x= 1, 
if x# 1, 
for x E W. We have: 
(1) cY(T(x) P(y))= oc(uJp L 
if x= y, 
if x # y, 
for x,yE W. 
(2) 
(3) 
d’(XY) = S’( YX) for X, YER(W, t). 
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Let [EC-(O). Define a C-linear map A5’:H(W,~*)+C by Ar2= 
(C,, ,+,qt(“‘))-’ c?‘/,,~. By (2.3.3), we obtain 
Ar’(T(x) T(y)) = ; 
2&x) 
’ 
if xy= 1, 
, if xy# i, 
for x, YE IV. Hence dr2 is a nonsingular symmetric C-linear map. Hence 
H( W, 12) is a symmetric algebra of split type (see [6, Chap. 1, Sect. 141). 
By [6, Chap. 1, Theorem (16.7)-J, we have the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let i E Q: - (0). Then the Cartan matrix of H( W, i’) 
is symmetric. In particular, we have: 
(1) Let M and N be non-isomorphic principal ina’ecomposable 
H( W, c2)-modules. If M is irreducible, then M is not a composition factor 
of N, 
(2) If M is an irreducible principal indecomposab~e H( W, ~2~-modu~e, 
then M appears dim M times in a composition series of the left regular 
module H( W, [*). 
(3) For an irreducible principal indecomposable H( W, c2)-module M, 
there exists uniquely an idempotent e(M) E H( W, c2) such that e(M) acts 
identically on M, and e(M). N = (0 > for any irreducible H( W, c2)-module N 
which is inequivaknt to M. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let [G @ - (0) and ;IE A( W). Assume Vi to be an 
irreducibly principal indecomposable H( W, ~2)-modu~e. Then the element 
e( Vi) (defined in Proposition 2.3(3)) of H( W, [*f can be characterized 
uniquely as an idempotent satisfying the conditions 
x34 Vi)) = m(n), x:(4 Vi)) = 0 
for all PEA(W)- {J.}. (2.3.5) 
Proof: We first show that e( Vi) satisfies the conditions (2.3.5). The first 
condition is obviously satisfied. Suppose the second one is not satisfied for 
some ~EA( W) - {A>. Then x:(e( Vi)) >O, so that, by (2.3.2), we have 
trace RC(e( V:)) > m(n)2, which contradicts Proposition 2.3(2). Let e be an 
idempotent of H( W, c2) satisfying the conditions 
xi.(e) = m(l), x;(e) = 0 for u~.4(W)- {A). 
It only remains to show e =e( I’!). In fact, by (2.3.2), we have trace 
RI(e) = m(A)‘. Hence, by Proposition 2.3(2), for any irreducible 
H( W, [*)-module A4 which is inequivalent to Vi, we must have 
e. M = (01. Hence, by Proposition 2.3(3), we have e = e( Vi), This com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
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3. IRREDUCIBLE PRINCIPAL INDECOMPOSABLE H( W, [*)-MODULES FOR c#O 
3.1. For ,l E A( W), we put 
vQ,dq) = Gw(qYd,(qh 
where G&q) and d,(q) are polynomials in q defined in 2.1. It is easy to see 
that tin(q) is also a polynomial in q. 
We now state our main result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let c E C - {O}. Then the set 
gives a complete set of non-isomorphic irreducible principal indecomposable 
H( W, c2 )-modules. 
This theorem is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.2, 
Lemma 3.2, and Proposition 3.3 given in 3.2 and 3.3 below. 
Remark. A version of this theorem was conjectured by A. Gyoja. He 
also suggested that, by an analogy with the modular representation theory 
of finite groups, the modules Vi of R( W, t) mentioned in Theorem 3.1 
might be called of defect zero at i2. 
3.2. We know that R( W, t) is semisimple (see [8]) and is split 
over C(t) (see [ll, 1,4]). Hence the map @Vs,,Cw)rr:: f7(W, t)-+ 
0 “En(w)Mm(“)(a=(t)) is a C(t)-algebra isomorphism. For v E /i( W) and 
1~ i, j< m(v), let dij(v, t) be the element of w( W, t) such that 
n’(d..(v t)) = E!Y’ Y !I ’ II ’ x;(d&, t)) = 0 for PEA(W)- {v} 
Here E!Y)=(6 .S .) r/ Ix1 pJ I~~,B~~(“)EM,(,)(C(~)). Let 
m(v) 
‘(V, t)= C dii(v, t). 
i=l 
(3.2.1) 
Then E(V, t) is the central idempotent of R( W, t) corresponding to xi. For 
?E@-{O}, let d~(v,~)=dii(v,t)lI,~ if d,(v,t)EE7(W,t),, and let 
e(v,q)=~(v, t)l,,, if E(V, t)EH(W, t)9. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 5 EC - (0) and A E A(W). Then +i(c2) # 0 if and 
only if V: is an irreducible principal indecomposable H( W, c2)-module. 
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Proof: (1) We first prove the only-if part. By (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) 
d& O{w> = W&<A f) Ww))/G,(t2) 
= c dv(t2) x:(d&, 1) T^(w)) Gw(t2) voA(W) 
= ~f4(TA(w))jil~A(t2) (3.2.2) 
for WE W and l<i,j<m(A). Since $d([2)#0, we have, by (2.1.1), 
dii (A, t) E Z?( W, t)[. Hence, by (2.2.1), we obtain 
7&d& Yg) = E;‘, 
+&(4 0) = 0 for PEE(W)- {A}. (3.2.3) 
Hence Vi is irreducible. Let 0: be the subspace of H( W, 5’) spanned 
by (di, (A, c) 1 1 < i < m(A)}. Upon applying the specialization t + c to the 
equations 
T(W) djl (A 1) = C nJ(T(w)),dil(k fh WE W, 1 <i,j<m(L), 
i= 1 
we obtain 
We see from this that 0: is a left ideal of H( W, [*), and, as an 
H( W, c2)-module, is isomorphic to V 5. By the irreducibility of D:, we have 
0: = H( W, [‘) d,,(l, c). This means that d11(5 [) is a primitive idempotent. 
Hence Vi is a principal indecomposable module. This completes the proof 
of the only-if part. 
(2) Next, we prove the if part. For X= (x, 1 w G W) E @IwI and q E Cc, 
we define X(q) E H( W, q2) by X(q) =C,. w~,T(w). Define a morphism 
@:@‘w’xC-t@‘w by 
Since each irreducible component of @-I(O) has the dimension at least 
one, it is an infinite set, and is connected in the usual Hausdorff 
topology. Let K be an irreducible component of C’(O) containing 
((e( V:){w} (WE W), Q. Since K is connected and every element of K 
corresponds to an idempotent, 
Xxv?)) = xtMc.)) for all VEA(W) and all (X, ~)EK, 
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so that 
XWh)) = m(n)> x;(m))=0 for @E/~(W)- {J.). (3.2.4) 
Hence, by Lemma 2.3, Kn(B=‘” x (<I)= ~({e~~~.)~w~lw~ ?V),[)). This 
implies that, if (X, ~)EK is sufficiently close, but not equal to 
((et V’,)(w) j w E W), 0, then $k(q2) # 0. In this case, &(A, t) E E( W, t),, by 
(3.2.1) and (3.2.2). By Lemma 2.3, (3.2.4), and the only-if part, we have 
Since K is infinite and connected, there is a sequence {v,,}~= I,2,,., such that 
rn#4 and 
But, by (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), we have 
.$a, t){l} = c C&(1, t)(l> =m(a)t2’(w”‘/11/1(12). 
i= I 
Hence we get tjA(12) # 0 since c # 0. This completes the proof of the if part. 
The next lemma follows from (3.2.3). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let [EC--{(~) and 1, FE A(W), I # p. Assume thar 
il/l(i’) # 0 and +,(C’) # 0. Then TC~ and II: are ~~eq~i~ale~t. 
3.3. In a discussion with the author, K. Uno SuggeSted the following 
proposition would be true. The author is very grateful to Uno for this 
comment. 
~OPOSITION 3.3. Let 5 E 62 - (0). Any irreducible principal indecom- 
posable H( W, i2)-module is isomorphic to Vi for some I E A(W). 
Proox Let M be an irreducible princip~ ind~omposable H( W, c2)- 
module. By Proposition 2.3, trace ~~(e(~)) = (dim M)2, and by (2.3.2), 
&e(M)) # 0 for some 1 E A( W). Hence, for such R, we have m(l) >, dim M 
and trace Rr(e(M))&m(l) dim M. Hence we get m(l)=dim M. This 
means that M is equivalent to Vi. 
3.4. AN EXAMPLE. Let S, be a symmetric group of degree n. For a 
positive integer m, let 5, be a primitive mth root of unity. 
We know that the irreducible representations of CS, are indexed by 
Young diagrams of degree n. Let ;1 E A(&) correspond to a Young diagram 
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CA r, . . . . A,] (A, + . . . + Ak = n, A, > A2 2 ... 2 A, > 0) whose hook lengths 
are (hi=hi(A)ll<i<:}, We have [12] 
d,(q) = 9 jo-n1+1-i2+ ..I +fk-1).&j 
By this formula and 
G,(q) =qn(” - ‘)I* . Ijl w- lMq-- 1% 
we get 
$2.(q)=@* fi (Cc+- 044-111 for some integer c. 
i= 1 
Hence, as a special case of Theorem 3.1, we get the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For m = 2, 3, 4, . . . . the set 
{V$hlAEA(S,), hi(lZ)/m$Zfir any l<i<‘m} 
gives a complete set of non-isomorphic irreducible principal indecomposable 
H(S, , ~~)-modules. 
4. IRREDUCIBLE PRINCIPAL INDECOMPOSABLE ~(~,O~-MODULES 
4.1. ZZ( W, 0) has exactly 21SI inequivalent representations ((a,, V,) ) 




if s E Z, 
, if sfj! I. 
In particular, C+ (resp. bS) is called the index (resp. sign) representation. In 
this section, we prove the following theorem (see also [3]). 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume (W, S) to be irreducible. Then the set (o,, os} 
gives a complete set of non-isomorphic irreducible principal indecomposable 
representations of H( W, 0). 
To prove this, we require the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1. The set (o, 1 Zc S> gives the complete set of eon-~omor~hic 
irreducible representations of H( W, 0). 
481112712.9 
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Proof: For s E S and w E W, we have 
T(s) T(w) = T(sw), if Z(W) > Z(w), 
- T(w), if Z(sw) < Z(w). 
Hence the left regular representation of H( W, 0) is trigonalizable relative to 
the basis {T(w) 1 w E W} arranged according to the length of w E W. Hence 
each irreducible H( W, 0)-module is one dimensional. This completes the 
proof. 
4.2. Now we begin to prove Theorem 4.1. 
(1) First we prove that two modules Vd and Vs are principal 
indecomposable modules. Put 
e+= c T(w), es = ( - l)r(“‘o) T( w,J. 
WE w 
Then, for s E S, 
T(s) se) = 1 T(s){ T(sw)+ T(w)} 
/(SW) > r(w) 
= ,sw;lcw, U - T(s)) T(w) + T(W) 
= 0, 
T(s) .e, = ( - l)r(wo) T(s){ T(s) T(sw,)} 
Hence we have e: = e,, ei = e,, Ce, = H( W, 0) el, and Ce, = H( W, 0) e,. 
Moreover Ce, and Ce, are isomorphic to V, and V,, respectively. 
(2) Next, we show that, for 4 5 Is S, V, is not a principal indecom- 
posable module. Since ( W, S) is irreducible, there exist s E Z and s’ $ Z 
such that ss‘#s’s. Then there exists a two dimensional representation p 
defined by 
dT(s))= [ 0 0 o -1  3 p(W))= [ -:, ; 1 3 
and 
for s”ES- (s,s’}. 
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Clearly, 
Let e, E H( W, 0) be a primitive idempotent corresponding to the irreducible 
module VI. Then p(e,) = [8 f] for some b E @. Hence, by (4.2.1), we have 
P(H(W,O)~~)={C,O ::I1 ci, c2 E C}. This means that the module V,, which 
is one dimensional, cannot be a principal indecomposable module. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
5. ON THE SEMISIMPLICITY OF H( W, [*) 
5.1. As a corollary to Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, we can recover the following 
result due to Gyoja and Uno. 
COROLLARY 5.1. (Gyoja and Uno [8]). (1) Let [EC--{(~). Then 
H( W, [*) is semisimple if and only if G&c’) # 0. 
(2) Assume ( W, S) to be irreducible. Then H( W, 0) is semisimple if 
and only if ( W, S) is a Coxeter system of type A,. 
ProoJ (1) Let ind be the index representation of R( W, t) which is one 
dimensional and defined by ind( T(w)) = q’(“‘) for w E W. Let &e/i(W) be 
a W-graph which affords ind. Then +&o(q) = G,(q). If Gw(c2) = 0, then, by 
Theorem 3.1, ind is not a principal indecomposable representation, and 
hence H( W, 5’) is not semisimple. 
If G,([*) #O, then, using Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.3(2), we see, 
by the comparison of the dimensions, that the left regular module H( W, {*) 
is the direct sum of irreducible submodules which are isomorphic to Vi for 
some 3, E n ( W). 
(2) From Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.1, it follows that H( W, 0) is 
semisimple if and only if IS/ = 1. 
Remark. Concerning the Hecke algebras H(S,, c,,) and H(S,, [, _ 1), 
the author can give: 
(1) the complete lists of non-isomorphic irreducible (resp. principal 
indecomposable) modules, and 
(2) the explicit structures of the radicals. 
Details will appear elsewhere. 
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